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I. Introduction 

In the previous paper 1'the connection between the different 
«normalisation approaches was studied and the conversion for
mulas were derived. These formulas allow us to reconstruct renor-
malization group functions of any reno;malization scheme from 
thoee of 't Hooft'e aoheme with the use of only lower-order ext
ra information. A special role of 't Hooft's scheme is based on 
its remarkable features, which are discussed in Sec.II. The neces
sary relations of this scheme are presented in Sec.Ill, where also 
the most convenient way to perform the R-operation is described. 
Then, in S«s. IV the *t Hooft scheme is used ю г two-loop cal
culations in three renormalizable theoriesз scalar electrodyna
mics, pseudoscalar theory with Yukawa-type coupling and super-
symmetric ffess-Zumino model. 

Note that this paper is a sequel to Rei. 1 and should be re
ad in conjunction with it, especially when the properties 01' renor-
malization group equations are concerned. Hereai'ter the prei'ix I 
will refer to equations of Ref. 1. 

I wish to express my gratitude to D. /.Shirkov ю г interest in 
this work and helpful discussions. 
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II. "t Hooi't,8_goheme_of_renormallzation 

The dimensional regularlzation method ' ' has generally been 
recognized mainly Ъесаиве of lte remarkable property to maintain 
the Initial symmetry of the Lagranglan In the regularized expres
sions. The proof of this property, though not for the most gene
ral case, can be found In ' 2'", $ ne different kinds of subtracti
on procedure oan be used to obtain the finite results. Probably 
the most natural and convenient scheme was proposed by 't Hooft'4'. 
It is manifestly gauge Invariant and leads to a new form of «nor
malization group equations '5»6>'/, s o m e interesting properties of 
these equations will be considered later. 

The proof of Bogoliubov-Varaeiuk's theorem ' e' for *t Hooft's 
scheme la given in '•*»'', where also the following important fact 
(which Is the necessary condition of renormalizsbility) la estab
lished! all R-operation counterteroe have only the polynomial de
pendence on the external momenta. Consequently, the renormalizati-
on constants do not depend on the ratios of external momenta at 
all ' ', and we can simplify the calculations by setting eome of 
the external momenta to be zero ' ' . It is shown in paper* ' 
that the counterterms are also polynomials In masses if there la no 
normal ordering in the theory. It results in the maaa-lndependence 
of all renormalization constants, all the masses being renormali-
zed multlplicatively. However in the present paper only the asymp
totic form of renormalization group equations is studied so that 
all masses can be put equal to zero from the very beginning. 

It is necessary now to write down the basic formulae of 
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•t Hooft's approach to clarify the definitions which will be used 
In the following section. Consider the two-charge theory with 

a gauge field. 1'he «normalizations look as follows: 

£ > f. • ' " 
where subscript "Б" refers to onrenonnalized quantities, ct is -
the gauge parameter, £ = ?-~& and/? ie the "dimension of space-
-time". The functions {^andtyare independent of U ' '. Note 
that the renorraalization constants of the propagators are, ae ueu-
al, denoted by g . 1'he renormalized Green function'is 

One can obtain the Ovaiannikov equation of the type (1.14) oy 
differentiating ( 2} with respect to M , 

where " / ' 
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«here all differentiations are carried out with /lg, 9в and Jt 

(as well зв K*and £ ) fixed. The functions а, в, С and с/ can be 
determined uniquely from (2) order by order in h and в . However 
we shall evaluate the renormalization group functions (3) using 
H-operation of " , j / , because it is completely equivalent to 
•t Hoox't's prescription. The functions (3) do not depend on the 
ratios of external momenta. Therefore,only a certain part of each 
diagram which ie independent cf external momenta can contribute 
to the renormalizationB (1). Given any diagram G, we denote this 
part by KR 6- , 

where Я is a symbol of R-operation in the sense of * ' and the 
operator К keeps only the pole terme in the Laurent series in 6 . 
In other words, the operation P. performs subtraction of all the 
subgraphs of 0 bus does not subtract the, diagram в-'вв a' whole. , 
The KRG- is the polynomial in the external momenta, so that in 
the case of logarithmically'divergent diagram it.does not depend 
on them at all. This is valid also in the саве of linear divergence 
if we introduce the trivial momentum factor prescribed by the 
corresponding Feynman. rule into the definition of K.R , for examp
le, RG-M *(d-K)f„IL G- . «e can represent Я&- in the fol
lowing form: 

и(,)-^-я£*&-2$ -*ty-#£- > {4) 
where G-fpJ ie the diagram <r with some of i t в subgraphs contracted 

into a point. Let ЦГ be the result of acting of R upon each 

diagram of the Green function ^*(^.aots upon tree diagrams and one-

-loop diagrams as the unity operator). Oomparing (4) with (2) yields 

the required formula to calculate the renormaHzationei 
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Xhle relationship .allows UB to choose the external momenta in the 
most convenient manner! for Inetanc.e, setting some of them equal 
to aero. 
IV. Two-loop calculations i n ^ t НооГПа^ЕоЬате., 

In this eeotion the resultв of two-loop calculations of the 
ranormalleations (1) and renonoaliaation group functions (3) are 
presented. ч ' '" x 

Ai_-§S2lK_£lS££E2£JHK2iS§ 

Consider the interaction of photon AM and of a scalar ieo-
doublet <fi, ift by the Lagrangian 

The calculations have been performed in a general gauge with the 
photon propagator chosen In the form 

where d i s the gauge parameter. We we the following notation for 
the Green functions and their renoitnaliaation constants 

2 
A 
G 
a 
о 

2>< = -z» Ъ 
4«-•г? A 
U : = гл Лш 
t» '*n f» 
a* - z a ,D, 
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Hence for the coupling oonstants we find 

Taking into account the Ward identities 

we obtain 

Tims we need only the «normalisations of Sbt A and О . 
To simplify the calculations the momentum arguments of the Oreen 
function О are chosen in the following way 

0\ /K 

so that we obtain the propagator-type integral 

where f(pt9>kJ*ak* + tp* +Cf*+d(K-pJ* + e(k-ff+j{p-ff 
with Ol В•<• being the numerical constants» The integral associated 
with the i'iret tera in -F(p, ?,*/1в convergent and has to be omit
ted while the others oan easily ' 1 0 ' be evaluated. The results of 
two-loop calculations are given below 
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These functions get contributions only from diagrams en the 
photon propagator. The cancellation of the corrections to its 
longitudinal part was directly confirmed. Note that the second 
term in Ba has the same sign as the first, like in the oaoe or 
epinor eleotrodynnmiio. The remaining results are listed below 

Juet as it was expected ' l o i 1 2 » 1 3 / b o t n the Qell-Uann-low functions 
have appeared to be independent of the gauge parameter. As have 
been mentioned there ia no dependence of the ratios of the exter -
nal momenta in the above equations as well. >Va are now in a posi
tion to write down the Ovaiannikov equations (in two-loop approxi
mation) for the Green functions and invariant charges of scalar 
electrodynamics in 't Hooft'в approach. Using the normalization 
conditions one can represent the solutions to these equations as 
the perturbation series in "the effective coupling constants "'. 
However the most convenient form of renormalieation group equati
ons seems to be the Lie form, so it is attractive to proceed in 
the following way. From the two-loop Ovaiannikov equations and 
one-loop normalization functions (calculated for the particular 
momentum dependence of the Green function under consideration) one 
obtains two-loop Lie equations using the conversion formulas of 
Ref.1. She Lie equations of the form (1.5), (I.IS) are valid for 
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an arbitrary «normalization eoheme, because the function 4ff does 
not vary from one scheme to another» -For instance, one can solve 
thene equations,in the frame of Д -scheme, which i s attractive 
by the triviality ol the normalization oonditione. However to eimp-
l i fу the calculations one pan choose to work with the equations In 
the xorm (Д.Уа), (I.15a). 

It should be noted that B0 (&J In two-loop approximation' coin
cides with the corresponding function -f^(<£?) of the. Lie .equation. 
It i s a consequence of Л -independence of /Зл . Hence the funotion 

has no zeros outside the'origin, во there occurs the well-
-known ghost-pole trouble in two-loop scalar electrodynamics. 

5i_£S2U32S£§i&E_XS&S2§_i2t2Ea2£i22i 

The interaction Lagratfgian of version and pseudoecalar boson 

f ields la 

We иве the following notation. Zg and £ , are the renoxmalizations 
of boson and feroion propagators respectively, 2 ^ and TZQ are 
the renormalizations of three and four-point vertices, eo that 
fa'P/J^res Zf- в" 4 ht

mfi/fi2afyan charge «normalizations. 
The two-loop calculations result in the following 

г*-* ' J Я* • **** _ J39* 
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From the ее, using (3)% one can easily obtain the anomalous dimen
sions. Multiplication of the corresponding renormalization cons
tants allows ua to find 

How we can write the Ovslannikov equation for the Green functions 
and then, according to the above prescriptions, transform i t i n 
to the two-loop Lie equation of (I.13a) -type. 
First of a l l we have to investigate: the system 

tfith the use of the explicit form of So and fa i t can be shown 
that there i s only one ultraviolet stable fixed point on the whole 
phase plane (fy , f h ) . мт«1У f ^ ? / " * * "f > jj^i ?""*•* • 
She values £"" and ^ " are limits of $Jt,ftk) «id fhflf,^,U)t 
respectively as X tends to infinity (see f ig .1) . Hence a 
certain Green function . Г(х,Д*, b) » as i t follows from 
(l.aSa), in. the asymptotic region.behaves as v~ ч"(>Я yfkj • 
To find the asymptotio behaviour of the boson and lermion propa
gators we are to evaluate the one-loop contribution to the corres
ponding p(ga

thJ*R& to use (I . lb) . The calculations result f i 
nally in 
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pig. 1. The phase plane of the Yukawa model in two-loop 
approximation, Ihe arrows indicate the direction of the 
momentum increaee» 
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She two-loop approximation of the Yukawa theory have already been 
considered in paper '*' where the Peynman cut-off method was 
used and the asymptotic form of a one-parameter sec oi' Green func
tions was calculated. She momentum dependence of each member of 
the family was characterized by a parameter Q , She number of 
fixed points was found to change with changing Q . One can see 
from the conversion formulas that in the non-perturbative approach 
the number of zeros of the Gall-Marm-Low function cannot change, 
but in any given order it can, as was directly observed by the 
authors of paper ' *'. The conversion formulas may be used to com
pare the results of the calculations in ' 1 4 ' with those of the 
present paper. We only notice that the expression (5) must not 
depend on the renormaliiation scheme used so that the conversion 
foKwlas cannot explain the discrepancy betwaen (5) and the ana-

/14/ 

It has been mentioned, that the equations M*-Мг"А(й'>к/«а& 

'jTm*/* «'^escribe the change of e*and А в е л 1 varies, all ob
servable quantities remaining constant. It is interesting that 
in the Yukawa theory (in contrast with scalar electrodynamics, for 
instance ) there are two solutions of these equations which pass 
through the origin of the phase plane of the charges Q1 and h . 
Hence suggesting that the quartic meson interaction is generated 
by the Yukawa fermion-meson coupling, wo can consider h to be 
dependent on Q . This dependence is actually given by the solu
tion, passing through the origin. (The first two terme in the expan
sion of h in powers of 0 oan be obtained from (5) and (6)i 
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* 3 > Г 3 (U-i) 

£i_^he_We8e_B£d_Zumino_model 

l'he bagrangian oi' this Bupersymmetrio model is ' 5' 

where l/ia a Majorana spinor, Д and £ a r e scalar and pseudoscalar 
boson l'ields respectively. The notation of Tenormalisations is the 
ваше as oi' the previous example. She calculation yields 

First oi' all, we see that the Ward identities ' ' have proved to 
be valid at the two-loop level. Besides that there is an ultravio
let stable fixed point in this theory due to the existence of ze-
ro in yS^/at the point /T~liJ^ "" ~J~ • The above expression for 
В(4у is applicable to an arbitrary scheme of renormaliiationB. 
Therefore the rfees and Zumino model analyzed in the two-loop app
roximation exhibits the finite asymptotic behaviour. Tne invari
ant charge is a product of the propagators. Hence one can find, 
using the <Vard identity 3 g l W = Qfr/ky • t h a t t h e asymptotic 
behaviour of the Green functions is also finite. Indeed, ~9 ~Я)р S^" 
"Qf в 9 в » в 0 t n a * Ф - » const as ~§—» fl£ i end similarly 
for the function Q . In other words the corresponding Oreen func
tion obeys the equality H'klS'O- In both the Yukawa-type models 
considered above, by analogy with the scalar electrodynamics, we 
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put some external momenta equal to zero to simplify the calcula
tions of the diagrams. She only requirement on the choice ox the 
momentum dependence of the given diagram is to prevent the appe
arance of the apurlous infra-red divergences. It ie easily achi
eved, for instance, in the following way 

l О \0 /|/ 

It should he noted that it is only *t (looft'e. scheme that 
enables us to make such a simplification without changing the 
results. 
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